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and the digestive cavity itself empty. Under such conditions and ill a side view of
the animal (P1. II. Jq. iS and Fig. OS), the origin of the two lateral arnbuiaci'al tubes

Fig. of one side and the anterior and posterior ambu
ICI lacral tubes of the same side may be distinctlyTill I
49

seen arising from an ample common cavity, from
which arise also, between the lateral aiiibulacrai
tubes, the still broader cliae tube of that. side, the
lumen of which, y, is proJect.c(l like a round hole

Funnel and cliymlferons tubes of upon the centre of the cavity. Above it., right and
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eye-speck.a cspsulo of the eyuspeck.-b left., are the two large forks of the finniel, rising to
cr1bod Area.-d ea1Inc nperture.-e tubercle of the

the surface on the two sides of the central eyeeye-speck.-!! forki of the funnel.- opening of the
cwUac tube.-r ca-line tube Itself -hI& narrow pro.

speck, and .farinwg, when projecting' outward, thelongaUons of the rowe of locomotive flappers- - P an.
torlornrnl posterior ambuincral tubes with the flappers of ji'i'e°'itlir bag' represented in Fig. 7. This samet'.-13 1' Iatcn1 awbulacrol tubes with their flappers.
-i it Internal rnintflcatlons of the nuibulucrol tubes.

apparatus may also be seen in Figs. 2 and 3 of
Pl. I. In F,. 3, the outline of the whole system may distinctly be traced in faint

outlines, from the abactiual pole, the eight chymiferous tubes nearly following the

outlines of the narrow bands in the prolongation of the rows of locomotive flappers,
and the chine tubes running between the lateral ambulacra and projcctmg beyond
the outlines of the digestive cavity.

AU these tubes follow the course of the ambulacra, from the central cliymiferous
cavity to the margin of the mouth, where they open into a wide, circular tube

encircling the mouth. The tubes are very wide, and their diameter uniform for
their whole length. They may best be seen, and their connection with the oral
tube is most distinct, in younger specimens (1q. Ca magnified and Pig. 7), in which
the rows of locomotive flappers (10 not cover them. They are also distinctly seen

in views from the actinal side (Fiqs. 4, 9, and 2a), in which time oral tube encircling
the mouth is seen to anastomose with all the aml)ulacraI tube.,, or rather the

ambulacral tubes empty into the oral tube. The ctˆhiae tube may be perceived
for its whole length through the thickness of the spherosomne between the lateral

ambulacra in. F,1. 2, and to communicate also with the oral tube. This anastoinosis

is particularly distinct in a view from the actinal side (Fig. 4). The course of the

fluid contained in this system is somewhat peculiar. The great width of time tubes

has reference, no doubt, to the very great size of the digestive cavity; but as they

are capable of great extension and contraction, they readily a4apt themselves to

the quantity of fluid poured into the chiymiferous system from time digestive cavity.

There is in this family another structural adaptation, which makes it possible for

the larger digestive cavity to discharge time nutritive fluid accumulated in it more

promptly into the chymifcrous system than. this takes place in Picurobraclija. The

chymiferous tubes, instead of following a simple course as in the other Ctciioph01',
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